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ABSTRACT: The cell cycle is a sequential multistep process
essential for growth and proliferation of cells that make up
multicellular organisms. A number of nuclear and cytoplasmic
proteins are known to modulate the cell cycle. Yet, the role of
lipids, membrane organization, and physical properties in cell cycle
progression remains largely elusive. Membrane dipole potential is
an important physicochemical property and originates due to the
electrostatic potential difference within the membrane because of
nonrandom arrangement of amphiphile dipoles and water
molecules at the membrane interface. In this work, we explored
the modulation of membrane dipole potential in various stages of
the cell cycle in CHO-K1 cells. Our results show that membrane
dipole potential is highest in the G1 phase relative to S and G2/M
phases. This was accompanied by regulation of membrane cholesterol content in the cell cycle. The highest cholesterol content was
found in the G1 phase with a considerable reduction in cholesterol in S and G2/M phases. Interestingly, we noted a similarity in the
dependence of membrane dipole potential and cholesterol with progress of the cell cycle. In addition, we observed an increase in
neutral lipid (which contains esterified cholesterol) content as cells progressed from the G1 to G2/M phase via the S phase of the
cell cycle. Importantly, we further observed a cell cycle dependent reduction in ligand binding activity of serotonin1A receptors
expressed in CHO-K1 cells. To the best of our knowledge, these results constitute the first report of cell cycle dependent modulation
of membrane dipole potential and activity of a neurotransmitter receptor belonging to the G protein-coupled receptor family. We
envision that understanding the basis of cell cycle events from a biophysical perspective would result in a deeper appreciation of the
cell cycle and its regulation in relation to cellular function.
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■ INTRODUCTION

The cell cycle is a well-organized sequence of events which
occurs continuously in living cells of multicellular organisms
and leads to the multiplication of cells for growth and tissue
repair.1,2 The eukaryotic cell cycle consists of four distinct
phases which are the G1 (gap 1) phase, S (synthesis) phase,
G2 (gap 2) phase, and M (mitosis) phase. The M phase marks
the termination of one cell division cycle, in which cell nucleus
and cytoplasm are divided and distributed into two daughter
cells. In the S phase of the cell cycle, DNA synthesis occurs,
resulting in an increase in the DNA content from 2N to 4N.
G1 is the first gap phase (between M and S phase) where cells
grow and prepare for DNA synthesis to occur in the successive
cell cycle stage. The other gap phase G2 is characterized by cell
growth and accumulation of machinery required for mitosis
and commences after completion of the S phase. Cells which
have stopped multiplying are usually considered arrested or
out-of-cycle and exist in the G0 phase. The different stages of

cell cycle in a large population can be distinguished based on
the modulation in cellular DNA content utilizing flow
cytometry (see Figure 1). Cell cycle progression and transition
from one phase to the next is stringently regulated by a number
of checkpoints at specific junctions in the cell cycle. The
appropriate maintenance of checkpoints is crucial for cell
survival, since it ensures that a cell meets all the requirements
for transitioning into successive stages of the cell cycle.3

A number of proteins in the cytoplasm and nucleus involved
in the regulation of cell cycle have been reported.3 However,
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the possible role played by lipids and membrane organization
in cell cycle progression remains unclear. Cholesterol is a vital
lipid component in higher eukaryotes and is crucial for
maintaining membrane organization, dynamics, function, and
trafficking events.4−6 Cholesterol is the final product formed by
a multistep and exceptionally well regulated sterol biosynthesis
pathway that is catalyzed by more than 20 enzymes.7 The link
between cholesterol biosynthesis and its evolution is elucidated
by the “Bloch hypothesis” which proposes that the sterol
biosynthesis pathway and evolution of sterol have evolved in a
parallel fashion.8 Cholesterol (end product of this biosynthesis
pathway), with its uniquely crafted structure, enables the
maintenance of optimal physical properties in eukaryotic
membranes necessary for complex cellular functions. While
cholesterol biosynthesis was shown to be necessary for the
growth and division of mammalian cells,9−12 the role of
cholesterol in the progression or regulation of the cell cycle
remains elusive. Since cholesterol is synthesized during the cell
cycle and its composition is modulated in various stages of the
cell cycle,13 the physical properties of cell membranes could be
dependent on the phase of the cell cycle. In this overall
context, how cholesterol-dependent alterations in membrane
physical properties could be correlated with specific cell cycle
stages and activity of membrane proteins in these stages poses
a key question.
Membrane dipole potential, an important physicochemical

property, is defined as the electrostatic potential difference
within the membrane, originating as a consequence of the

nonrandom orientation of water molecules and amphiphilic
dipoles in the membrane interfacial region.14−16 The
magnitude of membrane dipole potential could vary in the
range ∼200−1000 mV, depending on membrane composition.
Interestingly, in view of the fact that dipole potential is
effective over a relatively short distance in membranes (∼2−3
nm across one leaflet of the membrane bilayer), the electric
field generated as a result of dipole potential could be huge
(∼108−109 Vm−1).14,15,17 In addition, the membrane dipole
potential has been reported to modulate the function of
membrane proteins and peptides.18−21 In spite of the fact that
dipole potential has been implicated in the function of
membrane proteins,18−21 its modulation during important
cellular events such as cell cycle remains to be explored.
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the largest class

of receptors in the plasma membrane that transduce
extracellular signals to the cellular interior.22−25 GPCRs act
as crucial communication hubs on the cell membrane and
facilitate a wide array of cellular signaling processes upon
binding to a diverse variety of ligands.26,27 As a consequence of
the varied range of physiological processes regulated by
GPCRs, they are popular drug targets and ∼40% of approved
drugs in the current market act on GPCRs.28 The serotonin1A
receptor29−31 is one of the most comprehensively studied
neurotransmitter receptors in the GPCR family. The
serotonin1A receptor mediates a multitude of neurological
functions associated with the neurotransmitter serotonin, the
endogenous ligand for the receptor. As a consequence of its
indispensable role in neurological functions, the agonists and
antagonists of the serotonin1A receptor represent major drugs
in the development of therapeutics against neuropsychiatric
disorders such as anxiety,32 depression,33 schizophrenia, and
Parkinson’s disease.34,35 Owing to the wide range of
physiological processes regulated by the serotonin1A receptor,
the spectrum of therapeutic interventions targeting the
receptor has broadened beyond its role in neurological
function.36

Due to the heptahelical architecture of GPCRs, they interact
closely with membrane lipids and therefore the interaction of
GPCRs with lipids in their immediate microenvironment
assumes relevance. In particular, the interplay between GPCRs
and membrane cholesterol has emerged as a major theme in
GPCR biology.37−42 Cholesterol sensitivity of GPCR function
could be ascribed either to direct interaction of cholesterol
with the receptor, or to the ability of cholesterol to modulate
the receptor microenvironment (such as fluidity, hydrophobic
thickness, and dipole potential), or to a combination of
both.43−45 Extensive work using biochemical, biophysical, and
computational approaches has shown that cholesterol affects
various aspects of GPCR function that include ligand binding,
G-protein coupling, downstream signaling, endocytosis, and
oligomerization.37−42,45−49

In this work, we explored the modulation of membrane
dipole potential across various stages of the cell cycle and
monitored ligand binding activity of a neurotransmitter
receptor (the serotonin1A receptor), which is a member of
the GPCR family under these conditions. For this, we
measured dipole potential in CHO-K1 cells by a dual
wavelength ratiometric imaging method using an approach
recently developed by us,50 utilizing the voltage-sensitive probe
di-8-ANEPPS. Since cholesterol has been shown to modulate
several key membrane physical properties51−55 including
dipole potential,56,57 we estimated membrane cholesterol

Figure 1. Flow cytometric analysis of asynchronous CHO-K1 cells.
(a) Pulse width analysis of live CHO-K1 cells labeled with Hoechst
33342 was carried out to differentiate between singlet and multiplet
populations of cells. The boxed region represents the gate that was
used to sort only singlet cells. (b) Representative flow cytometric
profile of asynchronous CHO-K1 cells acquired upon labeling with
Hoechst 33342. The histogram shows the cell distribution in G1
(red), S (blue), and G2/M (green) phases of the cell cycle. A
schematic of the cell cycle phases according to the time spent in each
phase is shown in the inset. See text and Methods for more details.
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content in various cell cycle stages to explore the relation
between lipid composition and cell cycle progression. Our
results show that the magnitude of membrane dipole potential
is not uniform across the cell cycle stages with the G1 phase
exhibiting the highest magnitude of dipole potential relative to
S and G2/M phases. This was accompanied by variation in
membrane cholesterol content of CHO-K1 cells in a cell cycle
phase specific manner. Interestingly, our results suggest that
cell cycle dependent modulation in dipole potential exhibits a
close link with membrane cholesterol content in various
phases. More importantly, our results show that the activity of
the human serotonin1A receptor, a crucial neurotransmitter
receptor of the GPCR family, is regulated in a cell cycle phase
specific manner. To the best of our knowledge, these results
constitute the first example of cell cycle dependent GPCR
activity.

■ RESULTS
Modulation of Membrane Dipole Potential in Cell

Cycle Phases. The probe di-8-ANEPPS (see inset in Figure
2c) which exhibits voltage-sensitive fluorescence was utilized
for the estimation of dipole potential in various cell cycle
stages. Alteration in the dipolar organization in membranes
generates a shift in excitation spectrum of the probe as a result
of a significant electronic charge shift during excitation. This
constitutes the basis of the underlying electrochromic
mechanism responsible for sensitivity of di-8-ANEPPS to
membrane dipole potential.58,59 In the context of live cells, it is
advantageous to use di-8-ANEPPS as a reporter for plasma
membrane dipole potential measurements since it undergoes
slow internalization and therefore fluorescence predominantly
originates from the plasma membrane.60

We recently developed a ratiometric imaging approach
suitable for measurement of dipole potential in cells using the
electrochromic probe di-8-ANEPPS and employing a confocal
microscopic setup.50 In the present work, we utilized this
approach for measurement of membrane dipole potential in
various cell cycle stages. For this, CHO-K1 cells were stained
using Hoechst 33342 (cell permeable dye for DNA labeling)
and sorted into specific cell cycle stages (G1, S, and G2/M)
based on their DNA content (Figure 1). We utilized a flow
cytometry based approach for sorting of cells under conditions
that exclude dead cells and debris (based on a forward scatter
threshold) and doublet events based on pulse width (see
Figure 1a). We carried out membrane dipole potential
measurements using di-8-ANEPPS in these sorted cells that
belong to specific cell cycle phases. Figure 2a shows confocal
micrographs of CHO-K1 cell membranes labeled with di-8-
ANEPPS utilizing two excitation wavelengths (458 and 514
nm, top and bottom panels, respectively) and collecting
emission using a 650−710 nm bandpass (for both the
excitation wavelengths used), in G1, S, and G2/M stages of
the cell cycle. The useful parameter obtained using the
ratiometric approach for measuring dipole potential is the
fluorescence intensity ratio (R) that corresponds to the ratio of
fluorescence intensities at the two excitation wavelengths used,
with the emission wavelength kept constant. R is sensitive to
changes in dipolar organization which influences the electric
field where the electrochromic probe di-8-ANEPPS is located,
and does not depend on specific molecular interactions.61,62 A
representative pixel-by-pixel heat-map of R (obtained by
dividing the fluorescence intensities from the two panels in
Figure 2a) of CHO-K1 cell membranes in G1, S, and G2/M

stages of the cell cycle is shown in Figure 2b. The figure shows
that membrane dipole potential is higher in the G1 phase of
the cell cycle relative to S and G2/M phases. In order to
quantify our results, we generated a plot of R (averaged over a
large number (∼40) of cells across 15 different fields) in all
phases of the cell cycle (see Figure 2c). As is apparent from the
figure, the membrane dipole potential exhibited a significant
reduction in S and G2/M phases (∼10% and ∼8%,
respectively) relative to the G1 phase of the cell cycle. These
results show that membrane dipole potential varies with the
progression of cell cycle.

Cellular Lipid Content in Different Stages of the Cell
Cycle. Membrane cholesterol has previously been shown to
modulate the dipole potential in both model and biological
membranes.20,56,57 We therefore estimated membrane lipid
content in various cell cycle stages to explore any correlation
between lipid composition and cell cycle dependent membrane
dipole potential. We carried out membrane cholesterol
quantification in CHO-K1 cells that were sorted into different
cell cycle phases by flow cytometry. Figure 3a shows the

Figure 2. Cell cycle dependent modulation in membrane dipole
potential. (a) Representative confocal micrographs of CHO-K1 cells
in different stages of the cell cycle labeled with di-8-ANEPPS (λex =
458 nm (upper panel) and λex = 514 nm (lower panel), with the
emission bandpass fixed at 650−710 nm in both cases. Fluorescence
intensity of images was corrected for laser power at both excitation
wavelengths (458 and 514 nm). Scale bar indicates 10 μm. (b)
Fluorescence intensity ratio (R) map (color coded in a scale of 0.8−
3) obtained under these conditions. R is the ratio of fluorescence
intensities at an excitation wavelength of 458 nm to that at 514 nm
and was calculated using ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD). (c)
Modulation in R value (means ± SE) in specific stages of the cell
cycle, averaged over ∼40 independent measurements (*** corre-
sponds to significant (p < 0.001) difference in R in S and G2/M
phases of the cell cycle relative to the G1 phase). Color-coding is the
same as in Figure 1. Inset shows the chemical structure of the voltage-
sensitive probe, di-8-ANEPPS, used for measuring membrane dipole
potential. See Methods for more details.
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membrane cholesterol content in various stages of the cell
cycle. The figure shows that G1 phase exhibits highest
membrane cholesterol content relative to other cell cycle
phases. Membrane cholesterol levels in S and G2/M phases
display a significant reduction (∼54% and ∼62%, respectively)
relative to cholesterol content in the G1 phase. In contrast,
membrane phospholipid content in different cell cycle stages
showed a progressive increase from G1 to G2/M via the S
phase (see Figure 3b). The figure shows an increase in the total
phospholipid content in CHO-K1 cells by ∼39% and ∼52% in
S and G2/M phases, respectively. This is in agreement with
our previous work where we showed a progressive increase in
phospholipid content along the cell cycle stages.13 The
cholesterol to phospholipid molar ratio (C/P) represents an
important parameter and represents a crucial marker for
several pathophysiological conditions.63,64 The variation in C/
P ratio along the cell cycle stages, shown in the inset of Figure
3a, exhibited a similar trend as total membrane cholesterol
content in CHO-K1 cells. Figure 3a shows that C/P ratio was
found to be ∼0.35 (mol/mol) in the G1 phase. This ratio was
reduced to ∼0.1 and ∼0.09 (mol/mol) in S and G2/M phases
of the cell cycle, respectively. Interestingly, we observed a
similar trend in membrane dipole potential and cholesterol
content in various cell cycle stages (see Figures 2c and 3a).
These results assume significance since cholesterol was
previously shown to enhance the magnitude of dipole potential
in membranes.56,57 Our results suggest that membrane

cholesterol levels could be a major determinant for the
membrane dipole potential in various stages of the cell cycle
(see Figure 2c).

Increase in Neutral Lipid Content during Progression
of Cell Cycle. As shown in Figure 3a, membrane cholesterol
content in CHO-K1 cells showed a reduction in S and G2/M
phases of the cell cycle. This reduction in membrane
cholesterol could be accompanied by an increase in esterified
cholesterol which is usually stored as lipid droplets in cells
(commonly referred as neutral lipids). To explore this
possibility, we estimated neutral lipid content in various stages
of the cell cycle in CHO-K1 cells utilizing the environment-
sensitive fluorescent probe Nile Red. Nile Red exhibits strong
fluorescence when localized in a hydrophobic environment and
this could be conveniently used for the visualization and
estimation of cytoplasmic lipid droplets by fluorescence
microscopy and flow cytometry.65 Neutral lipids (sterol esters
and triglycerides) in the lipid droplets are stained in green
while polar lipids (phospholipids) which are the major
constituents of membranes are stained in red upon labeling
cells with Nile Red.66 Lipid droplets in cells can be visualized
as green puncta as shown in Figure 4a (the top and bottom
panels showing representative images from a single z-section
and the maximum intensity projection, respectively). Neutral
lipid content in G1, S and G2/M stages of the cell cycle was
measured using flow cytometric analysis of Nile Red and
Hoechst 33342 labeled CHO-K1 cells. The labeling of Nile
Red in CHO-K1 cells is shown in Figure 4b and the inset
displays the corresponding scattering profile obtained from
flow cytometry. Figure 4c shows that the neutral lipid content
increases by ∼11% and ∼23% in S and G2/M phases,
respectively, relative to the G1 phase of the cell cycle, thereby
indicating a progressive increase in neutral lipid content as cells
move from G1 to G2/M via the S phase of the cell cycle. The
reduction in membrane cholesterol content upon cell cycle
progression therefore appears to have been compensated with
an increase in neutral lipid content of cells. Interestingly, we
observed that the total cholesterol content in the G1, S, and
G2/M stages of the cell cycle remained unchanged (data not
shown). The progressive increase in neutral lipid content could
play a role in the spatiotemporal regulation of lipid
composition in cell membranes which could be important
for membrane protein function.

Cell Cycle Phase Specific Activity of the Serotonin1A
Receptor. In order to explore the relevance of differential
membrane dipole potential across cell cycle stages in the
context of receptor activity, we carried out measurements of
specific agonist binding activity of the serotonin1A receptor
expressed in CHO-K1 cells that were sorted into different cell
cycle phases by flow cytometry. We have previously shown that
the serotonin1A receptor tagged to enhanced yellow fluorescent
protein (EYFP) in its C-terminal expressed in CHO-K1 cells
displays pharmacological characteristics similar to native
hippocampal receptors and can therefore be reliably used to
monitor receptor biology.67 We utilized a dual color (receptor
tagged to EYFP and cells labeled with Hoechst 33342) cell
sorting approach to exclusively isolate cells that express the
serotonin1A receptor across various cell cycle phases. Figure 5a
shows the specific agonist binding of the serotonin1A receptor
in various stages of the cell cycle. The figure shows that ligand
binding was highest for the G1 phase relative to other cell cycle
phases. The ligand binding of the serotonin1A receptor in S and
G2/M phases displays significant reduction (∼58% and ∼63%,

Figure 3. Variation in cholesterol and phospholipid content with cell
cycle progression. Membrane (a) cholesterol and (b) phospholipid
contents in G1, S, and G2/M phases of the cell cycle are shown.
Cholesterol content was highest in the G1 phase and significantly low
in S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle (inset shows the cholesterol/
phospholipid ratio (mol/mol) with cell cycle progression). Data
represent means ± SE of at least three independent experiments (***
corresponds to significant (p < 0.001) difference in membrane
cholesterol content of S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle relative to
G1 phase). (b) Phospholipid content showed a linear increase with
cell cycle progression, with maximum phospholipid content in the
G2/M phase. Color-coding is the same as in Figure 1. Values shown
are normalized to that of G1 phase. Data represent means ± SE of at
least three independent experiments (** corresponds to significant (p
< 0.01) difference in phospholipid content of S and G2/M phases of
the cell cycle relative to G1 phase). See Methods for more details.
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respectively) relative to receptor activity in the G1 phase. The
close association of membrane dipole potential and ligand
binding of the serotonin1A receptor is noteworthy. In a control
experiment, we showed that expression of the total serotonin1A
receptor population exhibited a progressive increase along cell
cycle stages (Figure 5b). These results rule out the possibility
that the observed reduction in ligand binding in S and G2/M
phases (Figure 5a) could be due to reduction in receptor
expression.

■ DISCUSSION
The cell cycle is a stringently regulated and coordinated
sequence of events which is responsible for the growth and
division of cells.1,2 In spite of the fact that several nuclear and
cytoplasmic proteins have been shown to regulate the cell
cycle,3,68,69 the modulation of membrane physical properties in
cell cycle progression remains a relatively less explored area of
research. In the present work, we monitored membrane dipole
potential during cell cycle progression and showed differential
dipole potential across various cell cycle phases. In order to
obtain further insight on cell cycle dependent regulation of the
dipole potential, we estimated membrane cholesterol and
phospholipid contents in these phases. Our results showed that
the membrane dipole potential in various cell cycle stages
exhibited a close association with membrane cholesterol
content. In addition, our results show cell cycle dependent
reduction in the ligand binding activity of a representative
GPCR, the serotonin1A receptor, which acts as a neuro-
transmitter receptor.
The role of membrane organization in the cell cycle is not

clearly understood and represents an emerging area of
research. Membrane fluidity, lateral diffusion, and curvature
could be important physical properties involved in regulating
cell cycle events.70,71 It has previously been shown that
microviscosity was lowest in the G1 phase, exhibiting an
increase in the G2 phase, and ultimately reaching a maximum
value in the M phase of the cell cycle in neuroblastoma cells.72

Figure 4. Increase in neutral lipid content with cell cycle progression.
(a) Representative confocal images showing the presence of neutral
(green) and polar (red) lipids in cells, as visualized after labeling with
Nile Red. Neutral and polar lipids were visualized by exciting Nile
Red with a 488 nm laser (emission collected from 505 to 570 nm)
and a 594 nm laser (emission collected from 650 to 710 nm),
respectively. The upper panel shows an image from a representative z-
section, whereas the bottom panel represents the maximum intensity
projection from 15 z-sections (covering the entire cellular volume).
Scale bar represents 10 μm. (b) Characteristic flow cytometric profile
of Nile Red labeling in CHO-K1 cells in various stages of the cell
cycle (G1 (red), S (blue), and G2/M (green)). Neutral lipids in
CHO-K1 cells were quantified using Nile Red labeling followed by
flow cytometric analysis. Inset shows a dot plot for Nile Red labeling
of cells in G1 (red), S (blue), and G2/M (green) stages of the cell
cycle. (c) Total cellular neutral lipid content showed an increase as
cells progressed from G1 to G2/M via S phase of the cell cycle. Color-
coding is the same as in Figure 1. Data represent means ± SE of at
least three independent experiments (*** corresponds to significant
(p < 0.001) difference in neutral lipid content of S and G2/M phases
of the cell cycle relative to G1 phase). See Methods for more details.

Figure 5. Cell cycle dependent activity of the human serotonin1A
receptor. (a) Specific agonist [3H]8-OH-DPAT binding activity of the
human serotonin1A receptor heterologously expressed in CHO-K1
cells in G1, S, and G2/M phases of the cell cycle. Data represent
means ± SE of at least three independent experiments (***
corresponds to significant (p < 0.001) difference in the specific
binding of [3H]8-OH-DPAT to the serotonin1A receptor in S and G2/
M phases of the cell cycle relative to G1 phase). Values shown are
normalized to that of G1 phase. Color-coding scheme is the same as
in Figure 1. (b) Representative flow cytometric profile of expression
of the serotonin1A receptor in CHO-K1 cells in various stages of the
cell cycle: (G1 (red), S (blue), and G2/M (green)). The total
population of serotonin1A receptors was quantified using EYFP
fluorescence by flow cytometric analysis. The shift of the distribution
of EYFP fluorescence toward higher values in the fluorescence axis is
indicative of increase in serotonin1A receptor expression along the cell
cycle stages. See Methods for more details.
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This was accompanied by a reduction of lipid and protein
diffusion in the M phase and a progressive increase in the G1
phase.73 Membrane organization of CHO-K1 cells arrested in
the S or G2/M phase was shown to be different from that in
control cells, with enhanced fluidity observed in the S phase.74

A lower level of cholesterol in the S phase was proposed to
play a role in the maintenance of membrane fluidity. Our
present results of reduced cholesterol content in the S phase of
cell cycle support these observations. In addition, other studies
have showed the contribution of membrane curvature in lipid
distribution and cell division in bacteria.75,76 Interestingly,
bilayer forming lipids are enhanced in the S phase, whereas the
G2 phase is characterized by the presence of non-bilayer
forming lipids such as phosphatidylinositol,70 which could act
by introducing curvature77 and defects in membranes.78 Such
regulation in lipid composition could possibly play a role in
maintaining optimum membrane organization in cell cycle
phases.
As mentioned above, membrane cholesterol has previously

been shown to affect the function of membrane proteins. It has
been previously reported that cell cycle progression could be
regulated by PDZ-domain containing proteins,79 implicated in
the localization and clustering of membrane proteins by acting
as scaffolds for signaling complexes.80 These proteins are
known to interact with the actin cytoskeleton network.
Interestingly, membrane cholesterol depletion could induce
reorganization of actin cytoskeleton.81,82 A possible mechanism
by which cellular cholesterol could modulate cell cycle is by
directly controlling function of membrane proteins implicated
in cell cycle progression or indirectly modulating their function
by reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton.
Phospholipid metabolism is known to be stringently

regulated in cell cycle phases and could act as a means of
coordinating proliferation with cell and organelle growth.83−85

Several studies have shown that coordination of lipid
biosynthesis is important for cell cycle progression.71,84,86 In
the present work, we showed a correlation between cell cycle
stages and membrane dipole potential, which is an emerging
and key physical property of biological membranes. These
results assume significance since optimum physical properties
of membranes could be required for the function of specific
membrane proteins in various cell cycle stages, as evident from
our results of cell cycle phase dependent activity of the
serotonin1A receptor. To the best of our knowledge, these
results constitute the first evidence of modulation of
membrane dipole potential in specific stages of the cell cycle.
Taken together, our results provide novel insight into the role
of membrane dipole potential and lipid content in cell cycle
progression. Membrane dipole potential could be a sensitive
tool for estimation of transient changes in physiological lipid
profile. Interestingly, cholesterol levels were previously shown
to be modulated in cancer cells where cell cycle regulation was
compromised.87 In addition, previous work has demonstrated
cell cycle specific modulation in receptor localization, post-
translational modification, and receptor activity.88,89 In this
backdrop, the modulation of cholesterol, dipole potential, and
GPCR activity in a cell cycle phase dependent manner could
have profound implications in disease processes involving the
cell cycle.

■ METHODS
Materials. 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC),

EDTA, gentamycin sulfate, Hoechst 33342, Na2HPO4, Nile Red,

penicillin, polyethylenimine, poly-L-lysine, serotonin, sodium bicar-
bonate, streptomycin, and Tris were obtained from Sigma Chemical
Co. (St. Louis, MO). Formaldehyde solution (∼37−41% (w/v)) was
purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). DMEM/F-12
[Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium/nutrient mixture F-12 (Ham)
(1:1)], fetal calf serum (FCS), and Geneticin (G418) were from
Invitrogen/Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY). Bicinchoninic acid
(BCA) reagent for protein estimation was from Pierce (Rockford, IL).
4-(2-(6-(Dioctylamino)-2-naphthalenyl)ethenyl)-1-(3-sulfopropyl)-
pyridinium inner salt (di-8-ANEPPS) and the Amplex Red cholesterol
assay kit were purchased from Molecular Probes/Invitrogen (Eugene,
OR). The concentration of stock solution of di-8-ANEPPS in
methanol was estimated from its molar extinction coefficient (ε) of
37 000 M−1 cm−1 at 498 nm.59 [3H]8-OH-DPAT (8-hydroxy-2(di-N-
propylamino)tetralin, specific activity 141 Ci/mmol) was obtained
from MP Biomedicals (Santa Ana, CA). GF/B glass microfiber filters
were from Whatman International (Kent, UK). All other chemicals
used were of the highest available purity. Water was purified through a
Millipore (Bedford, MA) Milli-Q system and used throughout.

Cell Culture and DNA Labeling. Chinese Hamster Ovary
(CHO-K1) cells were maintained in DMEM/F-12 medium
supplemented with 2.4 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 10% (v/v) FCS,
60 μg/mL penicillin, 50 μg/mL streptomycin, and 50 μg/mL
gentamycin sulfate (complete DMEM/F-12) in a humidified
atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37 °C. CHO-K1 cells heterologously
expressing the human serotonin1A receptor tagged to EYFP at its C-
terminal were maintained in complete DMEM/F-12 medium
supplemented 0.3 mg/mL G418 in a humidified atmosphere with
5% CO2 at 37 °C. Cellular DNA was labeled using 5 μg/mL Hoechst
33342 in serum-free DMEM/F-12 for 1 h in a humidified atmosphere
with 5% CO2 at 37 °C, followed by washing with PBS, pH 7.4. The
stock solution of Hoechst 33342 was prepared in serum-free DMEM/
F-12. Cells were harvested using trypsin-EDTA (0.1% w/v), spun
down at 500g for 2 min, and resuspended in PBS containing 2% (v/v)
FCS. The cell suspension was filtered through a 100 μm cell strainer
(BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA) prior to flow cytometric analysis.

Sorting of Cells in Different Phases of Cell Cycle. After
labeling with Hoechst 33342, cells were sorted using a MoFlo XDP
flow cytometer (Brea, CA) to G1, S, and G2/M phases based on
DNA content by Hoechst 33342 fluorescence. DNA-bound Hoechst
33342 was excited with a 351 nm laser, and fluorescence was collected
using 450/65 nm bandpass filter. To distinguish singlet cells from
doublets, the fluorescence from doublets of cells was gated out
utilizing fluorescence pulse width analysis (see Figure 1a). Dead cells
and debris were avoided based on a forward scatter threshold.

Estimation of Membrane Cholesterol and Phospholipid
Contents. For estimation of total cellular lipid contents, sorted cells
were briefly sonicated for 5 min (15 s on and 15 s off cycle) on ice
using a Vibracell VCX 130 sonifer (Sonics, Newtown, CT). Total
protein from cellular lysates was estimated using the BCA assay.90

Membrane cholesterol content of the cell lysates obtained from G1, S,
and G2/M stages of cell cycle was estimated by using the Amplex Red
cholesterol assay kit91 and normalized to total protein content. Total
phospholipid content from cellular lysates was estimated subsequent
to lipid extraction by the Bligh and Dyer method92 with some
modifications. Briefly, cell lysates containing ∼40 μg of protein from
various cell cycle phases were treated with methanol/chloroform/
water (2:1:0.8, v/v/v) for ∼6 h with intermittent vortexing and
subsequently phase separated using water/chloroform (1:1, v/v). This
was followed by centrifugation of samples at low speed (500g for 10
min), and the bottom layer containing lipids in chloroform was
collected and dried under a stream of nitrogen with gentle warming
(∼35 °C). Total phospholipid content from the extracted lipids was
determined following digestion with perchloric acid as described
previously93 using Na2HPO4 as a standard. DMPC was used as an
internal standard to assess the extent of lipid digestion.

Di-8-ANEPPS Labeling of Sorted CHO-K1 Cells. The voltage-
sensitive fluorescent probe di-8-ANEPPSwas used in a dual
wavelength ratiometric approach for measuring membrane dipole
potential. Sorted cells were plated on 22 mm glass coverslips (coated
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with 0.1% (w/v) poly-L-lysine in water) at a density of ∼104 cells per
coverslip and grown in complete DMEM/F-12 medium for 2 h in a
humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37 °C. Subsequent to
attachment, cells were labeled with 1 μM di-8-ANEPPS in serum-free
DMEM/F-12 medium for 30 min at 4 °C. Cells were then washed
once with PBS, fixed with ∼3.5% (w/v) formaldehyde for 10 min at 4
°C, and mounted on a glass slide.
Ratiometric Fluorescence Imaging for Measurement of

Membrane Dipole Potential. Dipole potential imaging of sorted
cells was carried out using a recently developed ratiometric imaging
method developed by us.50 Images were acquired on an inverted Zeiss
LSM 880 Meta confocal microscope (Jena, Germany) with a 63×/1.4
NA oil immersion objective under 1 airy condition. Sorted cells
labeled with di-8-ANEPPS were imaged using two excitation
wavelengths (458 and 514 nm, corresponding to argon laser lines)
with a 650−710 nm emission bandpass in both cases. The emission
wavelength was chosen at the red edge of the fluorescence spectrum
to evade effects of membrane fluidity.94 The fluorescence intensity
ratio (R), which is the ratio of fluorescence intensities at an excitation
wavelength of 458 nm to that at 514 nm (fixed emission bandpass of
650−710 nm for both excitation wavelengths), was calculated using
ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD). The fluorescence intensity of
ratiometric images was corrected for laser power at two different
excitation wavelengths (458 and 514 nm).
Visualization of Lipid Droplets and Polar Lipids in CHO-K1

Cells. Lipid droplets and polar lipids were visualized by utilizing Nile
Red fluorescence, as described previously.13 Briefly, cells grown on
Lab-Tek chambered coverglass (Nunc, Denmark) in complete
DMEM/F-12 medium for 48 h were labeled with 0.5 μg/mL Nile
Red in serum-free DMEM/F-12 for 15 min in a humidified
atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37 °C. The stock solution of Nile Red
was prepared in DMSO. After labeling, cells were washed twice with
PBS and confocal imaging of cells was carried out in serum-free
DMEM/F-12 medium. Dual color fluorescence images of z-sections
(thickness ∼0.5 μm) of cells labeled with Nile Red were acquired at
room temperature (∼23 °C) on an inverted Zeiss LSM 880 Meta
confocal microscope (Jena, Germany) with a 63×/1.4 NA oil
immersion objective under 1 airy condition. For imaging neutral
lipids, Nile Red was excited with a 488 nm laser and emission was
collected from 505 to 570 nm. On the other hand, to visualize polar
lipids, Nile Red was excited with a 594 nm laser and emission was
collected from 650 to 710 nm.
Estimation of Neutral Lipids in CHO-K1 Cells Using Flow

Cytometry. Estimation of neutral lipids in CHO-K1 cells along
different phases of cell cycle was carried out using a MoFlo XDP flow
cytometer (Brea, CA). Cells were labeled with Hoechst 33342 in
serum-free DMEM/F-12 for 1 h, washed with PBS, and subsequently
labeled with 0.5 μg/mL Nile Red in serum-free DMEM/F-12 for 15
min in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37 °C. Labeling with
Hoechst 33342 allows identification of cells along various phases of
the cell cycle. After labeling, cells were washed twice with PBS,
harvested using trypsin-EDTA (0.1% w/v), spun down at 500g for 2
min, and resuspended in PBS containing 2% FCS (v/v) for flow
cytometric analysis. For estimating neutral lipids, Nile Red was excited
with a 488 nm laser and emission was collected using 575/26 nm
bandpass filter.
Radioligand Binding Assay in Live Cells. CHO-K1 cells

expressing the human serotonin1A receptor tagged to EYFP at its C-
terminal were grown for 72 h in complete DMEM/F-12 media and
were sorted in various stages of the cell cycle. Cells were labeled with
Hoechst 33342 in serum-free DMEM/F-12 for 1 h, washed with PBS,
and harvested using 0.25 mM EDTA in PBS. Cells were spun down at
500g for 2 min and resuspended in PBS containing 2% FCS (v/v) for
flow cytometric analysis. For exclusively collecting serotonin1A
receptor expressing cells, EYFP positive cells were sorted across
various phases of the cell cycle using Hoechst 33342 fluorescence as
described earlier. EYFP was excited with a 488 nm laser and emission
was collected using 529/28 nm bandpass filter. Sorted cells were spun
at 500g for 5 min and resuspended in serum-free DMEM/F-12
medium for counting using a hemocytometer. Cells (∼106) in serum-

free DMEM/F-12 medium were incubated at ∼25 °C for 15 min in
the presence of 1 nM [3H]8-OH-DPAT (specific agonist). Non-
specific binding was obtained by performing the assay in the presence
of 10 μM unlabeled serotonin. The ligand binding reaction was
terminated by rapid filtration under vacuum through a Millipore
multiport filtration apparatus using Whatman GF/B glass microfiber
filters (1 μm pore size) that were presoaked in 0.3% (w/v)
polyethylenimine for 3 h.95 After washing the filters three times
with 5 mL of cold water (∼4 °C) and subsequent drying, the
remaining radioactivity was measured in a Packard Tri-Carb 2900
liquid scintillation counter (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) using ∼5
mL of scintillation fluid.

Statistical Analysis. Significance levels were estimated using
Student’s two-tailed unpaired t test using GraphPad Prism version 4.0
(San Diego, CA). Plots were generated using Microcal Origin version
9.7.0 (OriginLab, Northampton, MA).
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modified Eagle’s medium; DMPC, 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine; EYFP, enhanced yellow fluorescence
protein; FCS, fetal calf serum; GPCR, G protein-coupled
receptor; 8-OH-DPAT, (8-hydroxy-2(di-N-propylamino)-
tetralin; PBS, phosphate buffer saline
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